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TOOL 1.3b: Mapping NBSs in Place 

A brainstorming activity where local partners discuss definitions and possible taxonomies of 

NBSs and identify areas of intervention on a city map where these apply, starting from the 

established CALs, if any. 

What 

Topic A collaborative activity on mapping 

PRODUCT 

 The City Map with NBSs in place, with CALS and (tentative) 

city wide NBS applications, relevant landmarks and places. 

 The list of contact persons, experts and decision makers that 

best represent the listed city strategies and projects. 

Why 

To get a tangible and shared visual product, useful to achieve an internal alignment 

about Clever Cities foreseen actions in place; to be reused in several forms as 

communication material and basis for monitoring. 

Who- With Whom 
Clever Cities FR city partners. Experts and decision makers of the local public 

authorities are welcome to join. Optional, you can also involve UIP members. 

How 
Through a focus group, i.e. about 5 to 10 people of the local partnership getting 

together to carry out the collaborative activity.  

PREPARATION 
Difficult to prepare (Approximately 2 hours); it requires to prepare site specific 

materials for the FR city and the CALs. 

Duration Approximately 2 hours 

Materials Needed 

 A large printout of the city map, possibly with the established CALs already 

mapped with boundaries  

 Colored pens 

 Strings, pins, tape 

CARRYING OUT THE ACTIVITY 

Before starting… 

 Make sure to recall Clever Cities Focus as of Tool 1.2. 

 Make sure to recall Clever Cities NBS priorities as of Tool 1.3a. 

 NBSs in place  

 Explore NBSs typologies displaced over the city and on the CALs directly on your city map. First, prepare a 

large format map of the city where street names, relevant landmarks and CAL areas are clearly identified. 

Facilitators ask about potential NBSs, and greening solutions in general, to be explored at the city level in 
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order to create a long-term vision: which are the spots and the major areas of intervention to obtain visible 

results in the short, medium and long term? Which are relevant physical places, landmarks and items that 

can support our goal? Indicate potential areas that could be activated in the future (optional, useful for co-

development steps), also on the basis of relevant city plans and strategies beyond Clever City; finally, you will 

come up with an optimistic ‘NBS-augmented’ city map, which represents a sort of green vision for the future: 

where do you expect your city to go in the future (maybe you can set a temporal target, like 2030 or 2050)? 

Use (green) pens, pins and post-its to enrich the map. 

 
Figure 8:City map mock-up image with proposed CALs and NBS planned interventions.  
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